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Abstract
Light-ﬁeld cameras have recently become available to
the consumer market. An array of micro-lenses captures
enough information that one can refocus images after acquisition, as well as shift one’s viewpoint within the subapertures of the main lens, effectively obtaining multiple
views. Thus, depth cues from both defocus and correspondence are available simultaneously in a single capture. Previously, defocus could be achieved only through multiple
image exposures focused at different depths, while correspondence cues needed multiple exposures at different viewpoints or multiple cameras; moreover, both cues could not
easily be obtained together.
In this paper, we present a novel simple and principled
algorithm that computes dense depth estimation by combining both defocus and correspondence depth cues. We analyze the x-u 2D epipolar image (EPI), where by convention
we assume the spatial x coordinate is horizontal and the angular u coordinate is vertical (our ﬁnal algorithm uses the
full 4D EPI). We show that defocus depth cues are obtained
by computing the horizontal (spatial) variance after vertical (angular) integration, and correspondence depth cues
by computing the vertical (angular) variance. We then show
how to combine the two cues into a high quality depth map,
suitable for computer vision applications such as matting,
full control of depth-of-ﬁeld, and surface reconstruction.

Figure 1. Real World Result. With a Lytro camera light-ﬁeld image input, defocus cues produce consistent but blurry depth estimates throughout the image. Correspondence cues produce sharp
results but are inconsistent at noisy regions of the ﬂower and repeating patterns from the background. By using regions from each
cue with higher conﬁdences (shown in the binary mask form), our
algorithm produces high quality depth estimates by combining the
two cues. Lighter pixels are registered as closer to the camera and
darker as farther. This convention is used throughout this paper.

Previous works have not exploited both cues together.
We analyze the combined use of defocus and correspondence cues from light-ﬁelds to estimate depth (Fig. 1), and
develop a simple algorithm as shown in Fig. 2. Defocus
cues perform better in repeating textures and noise; correspondence is robust in bright points and features (Fig. 3).
Our algorithm acquires, analyzes, and combines both cues
to better estimate depth.
We exploit the epipolar image (EPI) extracted from the
light-ﬁeld data [3, 4]. The illustrations in the paper use a
2D slice of the EPI labeled as (x, u), where x is the spatial
dimension (image scan-line) and u is the angular dimension
(location on the lens aperture). Our ﬁnal algorithm uses the
full 4D EPI. We shear to perform refocusing as proposed by
Ng et al. [21]. As shown in Fig. 2, for each shear value, our
algorithm computes the defocus cue response by considering the spatial x (horizontal) variance, after integrating over
the angular u (vertical) dimension. In contrast, we compute the correspondence cue response by considering the

1. Introduction
Light-ﬁelds [6, 15] can be used to refocus images [21].
Light-ﬁeld cameras also hold great promise for passive and
general depth estimation and 3D reconstruction in computer
vision. As noted by Adelson and Wang [1], a single exposure provides multiple viewpoints (sub-apertures on the
lens). The recent commercial light-ﬁeld cameras introduced
by RayTrix [23] and Lytro [9] have led to renewed interest;
both companies have demonstrated depth estimation and
parallax in 3D. However, a light-ﬁeld contains more information about depth than simply correspondence; since we
can refocus and change our viewpoint locally, both defocus
and correspondence cues are present in a single exposure.
1550-5499/13 $31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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Figure 2. Framework. This setup shows three different poles at different depths with a side view of (a) and camera view of (b). The light-ﬁeld
camera captures an image (c) with its epipolar image (EPI). By processing each row’s EPI (d), we shear the EPI to perform refocusing. Our
contribution lies in computing both defocus analysis (e), which integrates along angle u (vertically) and computes the spatial x (horizontal)
gradient, and correspondence (f), which computes the angular u (vertical) variance. The response to each shear value is shown in (g)
and (h). By combining the two cues using Markov random ﬁelds, the algorithm produces high quality depth estimation (i).

Figure 3. Defocus and Correspondence Strengths and Weaknesses. Each cue has its beneﬁts and limitations. Most previous works use one
cue or another, as it is hard to acquire and combine both in the same framework. In our paper, we exploit the strengths of both cues.

angular u (vertical) variance. The defocus response is computed through the Laplacian operator, where high response
means the point is in focus. The correspondence response is
the vertical standard deviation operator, where low response
means the point has its optimal correspondence. With both
local estimation cues, we compute a global depth estimate
using MRFs [10] to produce our ﬁnal result (Figs. 1, 7, 8,
and 9).
We show that our algorithm works for multiple different
light-ﬁeld images captured with a Lytro consumer camera
(Figs. 1, 8, and supplement). We also evaluated our data by
comparing our results against user marked occlusion boundaries (Fig. 7). The high quality depth-maps provide essential information to enable vision applications such as masking and selection [5], modifying depth-of-ﬁeld [13], and 3D
reconstruction of surfaces [27] (Fig. 9).
Image datasets and code are available on our webpage1 .
To our knowledge, ours is the ﬁrst publicly available method
for estimating depth from Lytro light-ﬁeld images, and will
enable other researchers and the general public to quickly
and easily acquire depth maps from real scenes. The images
in this paper were captured from a single passive shot of the
$400 consumer Lytro camera in different scenarios, such as
high ISO, outdoors and indoors. Most other methods for
depth acquisition are not as versatile or too expensive and

difﬁcult for ordinary users; even the Kinect [26] is an active
sensor that does not work outdoors. Thus, we believe our
paper takes a step towards democratizing creation of depth
maps and 3D content for a range of real-world scenes.

2. Background
Estimating depth from defocus and correspondence has
been studied extensively. Stereo algorithms usually use correspondence cues, but large baselines and limited angular
resolutions prevent these algorithms from exploiting defocus cues. Schechner and Kiryati [25] and Vaish et al. [32]
extensively discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
each cue (Figure 3).
Depth from Defocus. Depth from defocus has been
achieved either through using multiple image exposures or
a complicated apparatus to capture the data in one exposure [34]. Defocus measures the optimal contrast within
a patch, where occlusions may easily affect the outcome
of the measure, but the patch-based variance measurements
improve stability over these occlusion regions. However,
out-of-focus regions, such as certain high frequency regions
and bright lights, may yield higher contrast. The size of the
analyzed patch determines the largest sensible defocus size.
In many images, the defocus blur can exceed the patch size,
causing ambiguities in defocus measurements. Our work
not only can detect occlusion boundaries, we can provide
dense stereo.

1 Dataset and Source Code:
http://graphics.berkeley.edu/papers/Tao-DFC-2013-12/index.html
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much published work on depth estimation from light-ﬁeld
cameras. Perwass and Wietzke [23] propose correspondence techniques to estimate depth, while others [1, 15]
have proposed using contrast measurements. Kim et al. and
Wanner et al. [11, 33] propose using global label consistency and slope analysis to estimate depth. Their local estimation of depth uses only a 2D EPI to compute local depth
estimates, while ours uses the full 4D EPI. Because the conﬁdence and depth measure rely on ratios of tensor structure
components, their result is vulnerable to noise and fails at
very dark and bright image features. Our work considers
both correspondence and defocus cues from the complete
4D information, achieving better results in natural images
(Fig. 7, 8).

Figure 4. Defocus Advantages at Repeating Patterns. In this scene
with two planes (a), defocus cues, visually, give less depth ambiguity for the two planes at different depths (b) and (c). Correspondence cues from two different perspective pinhole images are hard
to distinguish (d) and (e).

3. Theory and Algorithm

Depth from Correspondences. Extensive work has been
done in estimating depth using stereo correspondence, as
the cue alleviates some of the limitations of defocus [20,
24]. Large stereo displacements cause correspondence errors because of limited patch search space. Matching ambiguity also occurs at repeating patterns (Fig. 4) and noisy
regions. Occlusions can cause impossible correspondence.
Optical ﬂow can also be used for stereo to alleviate occlusion problems as the search space is both horizontal and
vertical [8, 18], but the larger search space dimension may
lead to more matching ambiguities and less accurate results.
Multi-view stereo [16, 22] also alleviates the occlusion issues, but requires large baselines and multiple views to produce good results.
Combining Defocus and Correspondence. Combining
both depth from defocus and correspondence has been
shown to provide beneﬁts of both image search reduction, yielding faster computation, and more accurate results [12, 29]. However, complicated algorithms and camera modiﬁcations or multiple image exposures are required.
In our work, using light-ﬁeld data allows us to reduce the
image acquisition requirements. Vaish et al. [32] also propose using both stereo and defocus to compute a disparity map designed to reconstruct occluders, speciﬁcally for
camera arrays. Our paper shows how we can exploit lightﬁeld data to not only estimate occlusion boundaries but also
estimate depth by exploiting the two cues in a simple and
principled algorithm.
Depth from Modiﬁed Cameras. To achieve high quality
depth and reduce algorithmic complexity, modifying conventional camera systems such as adding a mask to the
aperture has been effective [14, 17]. The methods require
a single or multiple masks to achieve depth estimation. The
general limitation of these methods is that they require modiﬁcation of the lens system of the camera, and masks reduce
incoming light to the sensor.
Depth from Light-ﬁeld Cameras. There has not been

Our algorithm (shown in Fig. 2) comprises of three
stages as shown in Algorithm 1. The ﬁrst stage (lines 3-7) is
to shear the EPI and compute both defocus and correspondence depth cue responses (Fig. 2e,f). The second stage
(lines 8-10) is to ﬁnd the optimal depth and conﬁdence of
the responses (Fig. 2g,h). The third stage (line 11) is to
combine both cues in a MRF global optimization process
(Fig. 2i). α represents the shear value.
For easier conceptual understanding, we use the 2D EPI
in this section, considering a scan-line in the image, and
angular variation u, i.e. an (x-u) EPI where x represents
the spatial domain and u represents the angular domain as
shown in Fig. 2. Ng et al. [21] explain how shearing the
EPI can achieve refocusing. For a 2D EPI, we remap the
EPI input as follows,
Lα (x, u) = L0 (x + u(1 −

1
), u)
α

(1)

Algorithm 1 Depth from Defocus and Correspondence
1: procedure DEPTH (L0 )
2:
initialize Dα , Cα
 For each shear, compute depth response
3:
for (α = αmin ; α <= αmax ; α+ = αstep ) do
4:
Lα = shear(L0 , α)
5:
Dα = defo(Lα )
 Defocus response
6:
Cα = corr(Lα )
 Correspondence response
7:
end for
 For each pixel, compute response optimum

8:
αD
= argmax(Dα )

9:
αC
= argmin(Cα )
10:
{Dconf , Cconf } = conf({Dα , Cα })
 Global operation to combine cues


11:
Depth = MRF(αD
, αC
, Dconf , Cconf )
12:
return Depth
13: end procedure
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L0 denotes the input EPI and Lα denotes the sheared EPI
by a value of α. The extended 4D form is in Eqn. 8.

3.1. Defocus
Light-ﬁeld cameras capture enough angular resolution to
perform refocusing, allowing us to exploit the defocus cue
for depth estimation. We will use a contrast-based measure
to ﬁnd the optimal α with the highest contrast at each pixel.
The ﬁrst step is to take the sheared EPI and integrate across
the angular u dimension (vertical columns),
L̄α (x) =

1 
Lα (x, u )
Nu 

Figure 5. Conﬁdence Measure. From defocus Eqn. 3, we extract
a response curve. Using the Peak Ratio conﬁdence measure from
Eqn. 7, the top curve has a higher conﬁdence because the response
ratio of DαD (x) to Dα2 (x) is higher than the bottom response
D
2

(x) represents the highest local maximum and αD
(x)
curve. αD
represents the second highest local maximum.

(2)

u

where Nu denotes the number of angular pixels (u). L̄α (x)
is simply the refocused image for the shear value alpha. Finally, we compute the defocus response by using a measure:
Dα (x) =


1
|Δx L̄α (x )|
|WD | 

(3)

x ∈WD

where WD is the window size around the current pixel (to
improve robustness) and the Δx is the horizontal (spatial)
Laplacian operator, using the full patch. For each pixel in
the image, we now have a measured defocus contrast response for each α.

Figure 6. Verifying Depth Estimation and Conﬁdence. The red
patch refers to a region with repeating patterns. Defocus performs
better in showing the region is farther away from the camera (b)
with higher conﬁdence (c). Correspondence shows unstable results (d) with lower conﬁdence (e). The green patch refers to a region with bright and dark regions. Defocus gives incorrect depth
values (b) with lower conﬁdence (c). Correspondence gives better
results (d) with higher conﬁdence at feature edges (e).

3.2. Correspondence
Light-ﬁeld cameras capture enough angular information
to render multiple pinhole images from different perspectives in one exposure. Because of the small-baseline, we
can construct an EPI, which can be used for the correspondence measure [19]. Consider an EPI as shown in Fig. 2d.
For a given shear α (Fig. 2f), we consider the angular (vertical) variance for a given spatial pixel.
σα (x)2 =

1 
(Lα (x, u ) − L̄α (x))2
Nu 


αD
(x) = argmax Dα (x)
α


(x) = argmin Cα (x)
αC
α

(4)

Defocus and correspondence cues might not agree on
the optimal shear; we address this using our conﬁdence
measure and global step. To measure the conﬁdence of


(x) and αC
(x), we use Peak Ratio as introduced by
αD
Hirschmüller et al. [7],

u

For each pixel in x, instead of just computing the pixel variance, we need to compute the patch difference. We average
the variances in a small patch for greater robustness,
Cα (x) =


1
σα (x )
|WC | 

(6)

(5)

Dconf (x) = DαD (x)/Dα2 (x)

x ∈WC

D
(7)
Cconf (x) = CαC (x)/Cα2 (x)
C
where α2 is the next local optimal value or the next largest
peak or dip. The conﬁdence is proportional to the ratio of
the response estimate of α to α2 . The measure produces
higher conﬁdence values when the maxima is higher than
other values as shown in Fig. 5.

where WC is the window size around the current pixel to
improve robustness. For each pixel in the image, we now
have a measured correspondence response for each α.

3.3. Depth and Conﬁdence Estimation
We seek to maximize spatial (horizontal) contrast for defocus and minimize angular (vertical) variances for correspondence across shears. We ﬁnd the α value that maximizes the defocus measure and the α value that minimizes
the correspondence measure.

Discussion In Fig. 6, we observe two patches from the
image input, depth estimate, and conﬁdence. The patch
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λsource controls the weight between defocus and correspondence. λﬂat controls the Laplacian constraint for ﬂatness of the output depth estimation map. λsmooth controls the
second derivative kernel, which enforces overall smoothness.
Minimizing Eqn. 10 will give us Z  . Z  may deviate
from all source, ﬂatness, and smoothness constraints. To
improve the results, we ﬁnd the error, δ, between Z  and
the constraints. We use an error weight matrix, E, which is
constructed as follows,

shown in red represents a patch with repeating patterns and
the patch shown in green represents bright features.
In the red patch, the depth estimation from correspondence is inconsistent, as we see noisy depth estimates. Our
correspondence conﬁdence measure in these regions is also
low. This matches our observation in Fig. 4. In the green
patch, the depth estimation from defocus is inconsistent
with the image geometry. Our conﬁdence measure also
shows low conﬁdence in the region.
Although we do not handle occlusions explicitly, given
the conﬁdence levels from both cues, our computation beneﬁts from the defocus cues in handling occlusions better than
correspondence cues (see occlusion boundaries in Fig. 7).

error2 = δ 2 + 2softness
E = 1/error

4. Implementation

where softness provides a softening of the next iteration. We
then solve the minimization function above with the weight,
E. The iteration stops when the RMSE of the new Z  compared to the previous Z  is below the threshold (convergence fraction).
In our implementation, λsource = 1 for both defocus and
correspondence, λﬂat = 2, λsmooth = 2, softness = 1, and
convergence fraction = 1.

In this section, we extend the 2D EPI theory to the complete 4D light-ﬁeld data and use Markov Random Fields
(MRF) to propagate our local measures globally. The input,
L0 , is now replaced with the full 4D Light-ﬁeld input data
instead of the 2D EPI.
In our implementation, αmin = 0.2, αmax = 2, and
αstep = 0.007. Both WD and WC are local 9 × 9 windows.

5. Results and Evaluation

Shear To perform shearing on the full 4D Data, we use
the following equation from Ng et al. [21], which is analogous to Eqn. 1.

We compare our work (defocus only, correspondence
only, and global depth) against Sun et al. [30] and Wanner et
al. [33]. Sun et al. is one of the top performers on the Middlebury’s dataset [2]. Although it is not a light-ﬁeld method,
we use it to benchmark the best competing correspondenceonly stereo algorithms, allowing us to evaluate the beneﬁts
of using both correspondence and defocus. We chose Sun
et al. since it supports stereo without rectiﬁcation, which is
important for light-ﬁeld data. Our supplementary material
showcases more didactic comparisons and results.

1
1
Lα (x, y, u, v) = L0 (x+u(1− ), y +v(1− ), u, v) (8)
α
α
MRF Propagation Since both defocus and correspondence require image structure to have non-ambiguous depth
values, propagation of the depth estimation is needed. We
used MRF propagation similar to the one proposed by
Janoch et al. [10]. We concatenate the two estimations and
conﬁdences as follows,


, αD
}
{Z1source , Z2source } = {αC
source
source
{W1
, W2
} = {Cconf , Dconf }

Experiment For all images in the paper, we used the
Lytro camera. While most visual effects are processed by
Lytro’s software, they do not make the light-ﬁeld data accessible to users. We wrote our own light-ﬁeld processing
engine to take the RAW image from the sensor, and create a properly parameterized light-ﬁeld, independent of the
Lytro software. We use the acquired data to compute our
epipolar and sub-aperture images to run our and competing
algorithms. We tested the algorithms across images with
multiple camera parameters, such as exposure, ISO, and focal length (Figs. 1, 7, 8, 9, and supplement).
Parameters. For Sun et al., we generated two subaperture images, spanning 66% horizontally of the main
lens aperture. We use the authors’ default settings to generate the stereo displacement maps. For Wanner et al., the
local tensor structure default parameters are inner scale radius of 6 and σ of 0.8 and outer scale radius of 6 and ρ of

(9)

Source is used to denote the initial data term. We then use
the following optimization to propagate the depth estimations.
minimize
Z



λsource



Wisource |Zi − Zisource |



i

  ∂Zi 
 ∂Zi 



(
+
)
+ λﬂat
∂x (x,y)  ∂y (x,y)
(x,y)

|(ΔZi )|(x,y)
+ λsmooth

(11)

source

(10)

(x,y)
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Figure 7. Finding Occlusion Boundaries. With our dataset images (a,c), we manually marked the regions where occlusion boundaries
occur (b,d). Our result performs better with a recall rate of occlusion boundaries with high accuracy, compared to Sun et al. [30] and
Wanner et al. [33]. The left example (a) shows a difﬁcult case where occlusion boundaries occur at multiple depths. The right (b) shoes
another example where some occlusions are obvious to the users and some are not. Our occlusion boundaries are more accurate than
other methods, with signiﬁcantly higher precision as well as recall.

Figure 8. Lytro Results Comparison. Defocus consistently shows better results at noisy regions and repeating patterns, while correspondence provides sharper results. By combining both cues, our method provides more consistent results in real world examples; whereas,
Sun et al. show inconsistent edges and high frequency regions throw off Wanner et al. results. The ﬂower (top) shows how we recover
complicated shapes and scenes. The shoe (bottom) was captured at a high ISO with prominent color noise and banding. By combining
both cues, our algorithm still produces reasonable results, while Sun et al. was not able to register correspondence and Wanner et al. fail
in these high noise situations.

Lytro camera because noise throws off both their depth and
conﬁdence measures. In Fig. 8, defocus is less affected by
noise and repeating patterns while correspondence provides
more edge information. Our combined results consistently
perform better than Sun et al. and Wanner et al., providing better shape recovery as shown in the ﬂower example
(Fig. 8(top)) and high ISO example (Fig. 8(bottom)).

0.8. For the global step, because code was not provided, we
used our MRF to propagate the local depth measures.
Error metric. We ﬁrst consider occlusion boundary detection, as shown in Fig. 7. We have a user mark the ground
truth occlusion boundaries, an approach similar to one proposed by Sundberg et al. [31] and Stein and Hebert [28].
For each algorithm, we run a simple average of the absolute
horizontal and vertical gradient values of the depth map. We
mark the pixels as occlusions if the gradient value is greater
than 0.008.

6. Applications
We show that our algorithm produces high quality depth
maps that can be used for depth-of-ﬁeld manipulation, matting and selection, and surface reconstruction.

Results. As observed from Fig. 6, we see that defocus
and correspondence have their advantages and disadvantages. Our ﬁnal global result exploits the advantages and
provides results that outperform Sun et al. and Wanner et
al. visually and numerically. In Fig. 7, although the occlusion boundary recall rate of Sun et al. is high, the precision
is low because of its over estimation of edges. Wanner et al.
do not work well with the natural images generated by the

Depth-of-Field Modifying depth-of-ﬁeld has been a topic
of signiﬁcant interest with light-ﬁeld data and cannot be
achieved with current commercial software, which can only
perform refocusing. Using our depth estimation, we simulate both lens aperture and refocusing (Fig. 9 Top). We use
678

Figure 9. Applications. With our extracted depth maps, synthetic adjustment of both depth of ﬁeld and refocusing is possible (top). For
selection and matting, objects with similar color but different depths can be selected with depth information (middle). By using the depth
map as the z-buffer, we can change perspective of the image, producing a 3D look (bottom).

Surface Reconstruction One common use of depthmaps is to reconstruct surfaces, which goes beyond the limited parallax shift in Lytro’s software. We remap the pixels
with respect to our depth-map Z buffer into 3D space with
mesh interpolation (Fig. 9 Bottom). This enables the users
to explore surface shapes and bumps. Our results show that
the perspective can be changed drastically and realistically.
Figure 10. Failure Case: Large Displacements. Macro images
exhibit large displacements and defocusing (a). Both defocus (b)
and correspondence (c) estimates fail. More sophisticated defocus
or correspondence techniques are part of our future work.

7. Limitations and Discussion
Because our pipeline relies on shearing, objects that are
too far from the main lens’s focus plane will have incorrect depth estimations. For defocus, the out-of-focus blur
becomes too large, creating ambiguity in the contrast measure. For correspondence, these areas show large stereo displacement. Since our method uses a ﬁxed window size to
compute these depth cues, ambiguities occur in our depth
measurements (see Fig. 10). This paper has focused on the
fundamentals of combining cues, using simple defocus and
correspondence algorithms. In the future, more advanced
defocus and correspondence algorithms may be used.

the depth map and a user input desired focus plane depth
value. Regions with depth values farther from the input
depth will have larger blurs. In the ﬁgure, we can see that
the ﬂowers and background foliage are blurred naturally.
Selection Current matting and selection graph-cut methods use only color information. Instead of using RGB, we
use RGBD, where D is our depth estimation. With just a
simple stroke, we can select out objects of similar colors,
where previous color techniques fail (Fig. 9 Middle).
679

8. Conclusion
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In this paper, we presented an algorithm that extracts,
analyzes, and combines both defocus and correspondence
depth cues. Using principled approaches, we show that defocus depth cues are obtained by computing the horizontal
(spatial) variance after vertical (angular) integration of the
epipolar image, and correspondence depth cues by computing the vertical (angular) variance. By exploiting the advantages of both cues, users can easily acquire high quality
depth maps in a single shot capture. By releasing our code
upon publication1 (Page 2), we will enable researchers and
lay users to easily acquire depth maps of real scenes, effectively making a point-and-click 3D acquisition system publicly available to anyone who can afford a consumer lightﬁeld camera. This in turn will democratize 3D content creation and motivate new 3D-enabled applications.
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